Inherited factors in diffuse bronchiectasis in the adult: a prospective study.
To evaluate the prevalence of inherited respiratory ciliary structure and underlying mucus abnormalities in the diffuse bronchiectasis syndrome, we investigated 53 subjects comprising 38 patients with diffuse bronchiectasis confirmed by high-resolution thoracic computed tomography, ten with chronic bronchitis and no diffuse bronchiectasis and five healthy nonsmoking control subjects. The clinical history was determined by means of a standardized questionnaire. Axonemal abnormalities of respiratory cilia were evaluated on bronchial or nasal mucosa samples by transmission electron microscopy (structure) and stroboscopic observation (function). Cystic fibrosis (CF) and Young's syndrome were detected by means of the sweat test and semen analysis when male infertility was suspected. Among the 38 patients with diffuse bronchiectasis, a primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) was detected in five (13%) with a high proportion (range: 55-100%) of cilia showing axonemal ultrastructural abnormalities always involving the dynein arms. The prevalence of this inherited condition was higher in North African (36%) than in European patients (4%) (p less than 0.01). After exclusion of the five patients with PCD, the patients with diffuse bronchiectasis showed axonemal ultrastructural abnormalities similar to those with chronic bronchitis. The diagnosis of underlying mucus disorders was based on two types of criterion, i.e. for CF, sweat chloride levels greater than 80 mmol.l-1, or the combination of diagnostic criteria proposed by Stern et al. Respectively, five (three Young's syndrome and two CF) and seven (one Young's syndrome and six CF) cases of inherited mucus disorders were suspected. Our results showed that PCD was highly prevalent among the adult North African patients with diffuse bronchiectasis but relatively rare in the Europeans.